Open Letter to Biden Voters
We need to have a talk. Out of respect for my fellow Americans, I'm
willing to give you the benefit of the doubt and assume you love your
country, in contrast to the "Democrat" Party's leadership: its organized
crime wing led by the Bidens, Clintons and Nancy Pelosi view America as
an object to be exploited, while its communist wing led by Obama, AOC
and "The Squad" want to "transform" it like Russia was in 1917.
Your vote for Joe Biden in 2020 was clearly disastrous. In Biden's
America we now have vaccine mandates, inflation is accelerating,
those opposed to Critical Race Theory are considered "terrorists,"
Americans were abandoned in Afghanistan after Biden's disorderly
withdrawal, and he plans to bribe illegal aliens who stole across our
southern border with $1,000,000 per family.
You may not realize that the "Democrat" Party's PRIMARY ELECTORAL
STRATEGY IS VOTER FRAUD, and its #2 ELECTORAL STRATEGY IS LYING:
it succeeds with both because the Jews' Media cover for it. I don't blame
you for not recognizing this because your party and your sources of
information have lied to you relentlessly for years. The Jews' Media
"filters-out" the news you DON'T receive -- like endless black-on-white
murders -- and "spins" the "news" you DO receive, like the fraudulent
charge of "Russian collusion" against Donald Trump.
For example, did you know the 25% interest rate on your credit cards is
a gift from Joe Biden, who got the credit card issuers exempted from
federal and state usury laws? His peers in the Senate nicknamed him
"The Senator from MBNA," a reference to his relationship with the
Maryland Bank of North America. As Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, Biden was godfather to the banking industry, and it
showered him with campaign contributions for its usury exemption.

Did you know Hunter Biden received $83,000 per month to sit on the
Board of a corrupt Ukrainian gas company named Burisma Holdings,
even though Hunter Biden doesn't speak Ukrainian or Russian, had no
experience in the natural gas industry and couldn't find the Ukraine on a
map? While Joe Biden was Vice President, Hunter Biden jetted around
the globe in Air Force 2 extorting foreign nations for cash, which he then
split with his father, whom he referred to as "The Big Guy" in e-mails
recovered from his laptop.
If you didn't know this, it's because important facts like these are
routinely censored by the Jews' Media, which is the public relations wing
of the international socialist movement, just as the "Democrat" Party is
its political wing. Unfortunately, that's where you probably get your
"news" and for whom you vote. Don't worry, most other Biden voters
never heard of any of this, either.
I don't mean to be disrespectful or insulting, but your vote for Joe Biden
in 2020 proved that you simply have no understanding of what's at
stake, politically. You are either too lazy, too ignorant, too stupid or too
dishonest to continue voting, because you are killing your country. You
have done an embarrassing job of informing yourself about politics,
economics, and the contrasting philosophies of the Republican and
"Democrat" Parties.
If you really love this country, the best thing you can do to save it is to
stay home and never vote again. In fact, have your name purged from
your county's voter rolls because even if you cease to vote, your party
will continue to "vote you," nonetheless. Even after you die you will
continue to be voted from the grave. That's why the "Democrat" Party
spends so much time and money on Voter Registration.
Names can be misleadingly used to camouflage the real agenda of a
political party like the "Democrat" Party, which should adopt some

"truth-in-advertising" and call itself the "Socialist Party of America" or
even the more accurate New Communist Party of the USA. East
Germany used to call itself the "German Democratic Republic," even
though it was neither democratic nor a republic.
The best way for you to remedy that horrific error in judgement you
made last November is to remove your name from your county voter
rolls and never vote again. The continued survival of your country may
well depend on it.
Respectfully,
Earl Holt III
President, CofCC

